The East Bay Clean Cities Coalition’s Clean Air Champion Awards recognize superior achievement or sustained excellence in the alternative fuel and advanced technology clean air vehicle field. Anyone may nominate a deserving individual in any one of four categories:

- Achievement, Fleet
- Achievement, non-Fleet
- Achievement, elected/appointed official
- Special- lifetime achievement, superior accomplishment, career award, etc.

Nominations will be accepted for municipal or private fleets, fleet industry vendors, fuel providers, policy makers, elected officials, regulatory authorities, etc. and both individuals and/or organizations may be nominated for recognition. While the awards are intended to honor achievement primarily in the Northern California Bay Area region, all nominations will be considered if conditions warrant. You may submit more than one nomination.

The nomination process is straightforward and requires an email providing the following:

- Identification of the individual and their role/position
- Identification of the organization and its mission
- Brief paragraph identifying the particular achievement and articulating the rationale for the nomination

Also, please identify which category the nomination is being submitted under.

Please take a few moments to submit your nomination by replying to this email or admin@cleancitieseastbay.org and include the word “Nomination” in the subject line.

Nominations are due by May 15, 2014! If you previously submitted a nomination for the postponed January event, there is no need to resubmit.